In kitchen we have done a new style of picking recipes and that way paid off because we finished early.

**E.R.P’s**

YAY, YAY, YAY we are finally starting E.R.P’s. Everyone is doing very interesting topics but also very different topics. Soon I bet everyone’s brains will be sore after these couple of weeks.

**Self assessments**

Reports are coming out soon so parents you better be excited. We all did a self assessment about how we are going and wow every one is doing great. We have written about stuff we are doing in class and things we have been doing outside of learning.

**Mini research**

Before E.R.P’s we have been doing lots about living and non-living. We have done three major tasks. We did a poster of non-living and living things, we did a paper sheet which was sorting out things and last but not least we have been researching about a topic around the Dandenong Ranges.

**Fractions**

In and out of class we have been learning fractions so much. Our fraction home work is due on Friday but if you are not here on Friday hand it in on Tuesday because Monday is the Queens birthday. HAPPY BIRTHDAY ELIZABETH!

**New Principal**

Our new principal is duh, duh, duh MRS. Finighan. Her and her bright pink hair are going to be our rocking principal.

**Videos**

Here are some addresses of videos on Youtube that we have made. These are private sites which is why you can’t see them on normal Youtube. Hope these work for you;

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=19k91WgSZzM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ISBuGWMqHNI

**Joke Corner!**

Q. what did pink panther say when he stepped on a ant?
A. dead ant, dead ant, dead ant

**Sports Corner**

First sports corner. The only thing to write about is a first game and they were Chloe, Stephanie, Amelia, Imogen, Ruby, Brielle and a girl from another school called Mia. They went to their first match and they were playing the people who won the grand final so it was 10/36.

**By Stephanie and Isla!**